This tutorial helps you to embed Storify on your ePortfolio using the Embed option.

1. Log in to your ePortfolio (www.eportfolio.pace.edu) using Pace credentials - Pace username and password.

2. Click on My ePortfolio tab to select the desired page where you would like to embed your Storify article.

   a. Click on the grey icon with the pencil sign to enter the desired page.
3. Click on the **External** tab. Drag and drop **External media** onto your page.
4. A configure menu will open. Next, you will need to get the embed code from Storify.
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5. Enter the embed code from your Storify Article in the URL or embed code box.
   - The embed code for your Storify story can be retrieved by clicking on `</>Embed` option on the top right corner of the article page.
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- [External media: Configure](#)
• Copy the embed code.

6. Paste the embed code from the below box into the External Media configure box in ePortfolio under **URL or embed code**.
7. You have now successfully embed Storify on your ePortfolio page.